The Tragedy of Southern Religion

By Ernest Kurtz

Both popular and academic opinion recognize the American South to be uniquely religious. Yet of all the anomalies that checker the intellectual landscape of the region, southern white religion* poses one of the most profound challenges to historical understanding. Scholars have often probed its puzzles: its theological individualism in a land noted for the sense of community; its pervasiveness in extent yet its narrowness of focus; the established-church qualities that the South's historically dissenting sects developed; the "cultural captivity"* ironically inherent in southern religion's key doctrine of "the spirituality of the church"; its concentration on "ordering" in a culture characterized by both hierarchy and violence; the "civil religion" function it serves in a self-styled "rebet" enclave.*

The deepest anomaly of southern white religion, however, lay in its strange blindness to tragedy—in the failure of its churches to discern the nature and meaning of the tragic dimension in human experience. "The office which a religion fulfills for a society," a truculent defender of the South has assured us, "is to inform its members of what expectations they can reasonably cherish in this life." Southern life, uniquely in American historical experience, knew the raw materials of tragedy—from the tribulations inherent in its "peculiar institution," to the calamity of defeat in war, to the adversities engendered by its long endemic poverty. Through all these—slavery, defeat, poverty, and more—the southern white Christian churches have remained singularly blind to the nature and meaning of tragedy and thus also to the significance of suffering. To be aware of this is to sense notable anomaly, for in the common understanding one essential function of any religion is precisely to render intelligible and to reconcile to the limitations of human existence especially as revealed by the experience of suffering. As Unamuno put it: "The chiefest sanctity of a temple is that it is a place to which men go to weep

*The restriction herein of "southern religion" to southern white religion will be commented on directly below, p. 219.
in common." The white churches of the American South have never been famed for such sanctity.

*  

This insight and the impulse to explore it derive from research directed at understanding southern religion during the 1930s. Because what follows does not pretend to present the polished product of exhaustive research, but rather offers an introductory proposal to provoke comment, let me begin by simply stating the three observations that inspired this effort of research and interpretation.

(1) During the decade of the 1930s, the American religious mainstream became aware of and developed a "theology of crisis" most commonly known as "neo-orthodoxy." This theology incorporated an emphasis up to that point absent from American theologies whether conservative or liberal: a focus on human finitude and its implications, and attentiveness to the limitations inherent in the human experience.14

(2) So profound and far-reaching became the awareness of tragic limitation during the 1930s that it was not confined only to religion and theology. "Wisdom comes first in images," as William Butler Yeats reminded shortly before that era.15 Thus it does not surprise to find the vision and variety of human limitation explored not only in philosophy but especially and most deeply in literature.16 And, as might be expected from even a rudimentary familiarity with American history, that vision and those varieties were best captured by, explored in, and reflected through southern American writers. The insight formed, indeed, the nucleus of what we have become accustomed to call, without always adverting to the irony of its name, "the southern renaissance."17

(3) In most of the United States, during the 1930s and after, religious spokesmen heard the neo-orthodox message and in varying degrees heeded its insight. The churches and churchmen of the American South, however, despite the affinity one might expect to find in them for the "conservative" emphasis on limitation, showed no such advertence. They remained rather during that crucial decade (and even after it) completely nescient not only of the
significance and implications of neo-orthodoxy, but of its very content.

Why?

* 

What follows in the attempt to answer that question will explore each of those points in greater detail. But first it is necessary to specify precisely the problem to be investigated and to define clearly the terms of that problem and its investigation. The puzzle inviting thought seems evident: why did not neo-orthodoxy, the first post-Enlightenment theology directly to confront tragedy, find a more hospitable welcome in the churches of the American South, the region of the United States generally thought to be most resistant to Enlightenment liberalism and most experienced in the reality of tragedy? Four terms that will be used in this exploration invite explanation: southern religion, southern churches, theology, and tragedy.

Virtually all scholars agree that there is such a thing as “southern religion,” homogeneous and perduing over time. As one southern theologian phrased the point in 1934: “A study of the denominational press of the South and the doctrinal statements of the various denominations reveals a marked accord in the fundamental tenets which they preach. In spite of considerable ecclesiastical differences the theology of the South is the same in its broad essentials among all religious groups.” To borrow, as have others, from Kenneth K. Bailey: southern religion involves at least “a preoccupation with individual repentance, a dogged insistence on Biblical inerrancy, and a tendency toward overt expression of intense religious emotions.” It is this religion, and its theology, that this paper will examine.

Denominationally, “the southern churches” are dominated by what Samuel S. Hill, Jr., has termed “the remarkable hegemony” of Baptists and Methodists in the South. Our focus, then, will be upon these denominations, although also taking note as appropriate of Southern Presbyterians—not least because this group furnished the most articulate expositors of the theological tradition implicit in southern religion. Explicitly excluded from examination are Roman Catholics, Jews, and most Episcopalians:
in the era under consideration, these groups were numerically miniscule and intellectually irrelevant in southern life. Groups styled "Disciples" or "Christian" will not be treated directly: I invite those familiar with their theology to measure it against the analysis that follows. The so-called "fringe sects" will be considered under only one heading. The focus on Baptists and Methodists, warranted even if only because of their numerical and social dominance of southern life, seems further justified because their essential theology formed also the theological core of virtually all other expressions of southern white Protestantism during our period.

By "theology" and derivatively by "religion," I mean thought, and practice reflecting that thought, about the relationship between the human and the divine. Because it is relational and the work of humans, every theology contains an anthropology—a vision and understanding of the meaning of being human. It is upon this, upon southern religion's interpretation of the essential human condition, that the analysis to follow will focus. A chief value of theology to the historian of ideas consists in its revelation of the philosophy of generally unphilosophic and even inarticulate people. For all people, but especially for "ordinary people," to think on God is to ponder the meaning of being human.

Most historical explorations of theology, and especially of southern religion, begin—and end—with the cultural. The cultural approach is justifiable and even necessary: religion is a social phenomenon. Yet religious belief and practice are not merely cultural artifacts. This study therefore assumes that religion also has some kind of "independent variable" status, that it can be and has been a force in its own right. What people think and believe about God and about themselves and others in relationship to God does make a difference in their lives, and it is valid and even useful to study these ideas on their own terms.

Tragedy is not the same as "pathos"—nor as "irony." Given the scope and focus of this paper, it is worth noting, without belaboring the point, that C. Vann Woodward's usage of these terms has been more precisely accurate than was that of his own inspiration, Reinhold Niebuhr. Other commentators on the South have not fared so well. Because the term "tragedy" is so often used loosely and
incorrectly as a synonym for "misfortune" or to imply some moral fault, specifying exactly "the sense of tragedy" that southern religion lacked becomes critically important.

Diverse literary, philosophical, and historical sources impel to understanding the sense of tragedy, the tragic vision, (1) as arising from the effort to render evil intelligible—and specifically the evil of human suffering; and (2) as consisting essentially and precisely in the perception that to-be-human is to be in a middle position, to exist in a mixed condition. Three modern rehearsals of classic religious statements of this perception of the tragic predicament of humankind may help clarify. Philosophers as diverse as William Barrett and Lucien Goldmann have pointed out that in the vision of Blaise Pascal, "man is a paradoxical being"; he "occupies a middle position in the universe. . . . he is an All in relation to Nothingness, a Nothingness in relation to the All." In Niebuhrian terms, to introduce the vision of neo-orthodox theology, to be human is to stand "at the juncture of nature and spirit" and therefore to be "the subject of both freedom and necessity." Because involved in the order of nature, humans are bound; yet as spirit they transcend nature and are therefore also free.

The paradox that to-be-human is to be both free and finite contains the core of the tragic vision. The essence of tragedy consists in the realization that to-be-human is to be "both-and" rather than "either-or": both body and soul, both beast and angel, both essentially limited and craving infinity. Tragedy in the Christian perspective thus transcends both optimism and pessimism; it "never fails to see the Resurrection implied in the Fall and the Fall implied in the Resurrection." As the same scholar of tragedy emphasized: "According to the tragic attitude, good and evil necessarily imply one another."

The wisdom of the tragic, then, is the wisdom of limits. Tragic wisdom accepts the inevitability of conflict—not as extrinsic but as intrinsic to the human situation, not so much between humans as within each human individual. "The tragic vision is thus "an attitude of attentiveness to the contingencies and sufferings that it is the lot of man to endure." It is especially attentive to what Jaspers and Tillich termed the "boundary situations" of
human existence, to the entailments of the "limited and imperfect creatureliness" that is the human lot.40 Because of essential limitation, "reality is divided against itself, and so is truth . . . Tragedy is real because irreconcilable opposition is real."41 But the tragic vision knows and accepts that this irreconcilable opposition comes not from outside of human nature but from the very essence of the human condition. In the vocabulary of Christian theology, this condition that underlies tragedy is called "original sin."42

Of "sin," more shortly, in context. Here, with our definitions of "southern religion," "southern churches," "theology," and "tragedy" in place, it becomes possible further to specify the tragedy of southern religion. Because southern churches embodied an "either-or" theology, southern religion contributed to blinding its adherents to the both-and-ness of the human situation rather than enabling them to understand it and aiding them in confronting it. Southern religion, that is to say, slipped into the very snare delineated by Karl Jaspers in his study of the religious significance of tragedy: "to take a relative truth for absolute is itself a tragic perversion, a fit object for tragic knowledge. Every truth we think complete will prove itself untruth at the moment of shipwreck."43

"The moment of shipwreck" on which this article focuses, for the reasons already indicated and later to be explored, was the decade of the 1930s. Yet if the tragedy of southern religion found fruition in the failure of the southern churches to accept the neo-orthodox insight, that failure had its own history, and investigating that history should clarify both the nature and the cause of the failure. The essential failure, I submit, was theological; and by the 1930s, it had a century-old history.

Scholars, and pre-eminently among them John Boles, have located the core and the source of the theology of southern religion in the Evangelical Revivalism of the Second Great Awakening.44 Clearly formed by 1805, this tradition became fixed within the southern churches by 1850; it remained their exclusive theology for well over a century.45 Although itself a style or mode of proclaiming the Christian message rather than a true theology,
Evangelical Revivalism nevertheless imparted a kind of theology. As so often happens in so many areas, in the style of religious expression that was Evangelical Revivalism, the medium became the message. The theology of Evangelical Revivalism that came to dominate southern religion was thus at root a theology of dichotomies. The revivalist approach imparted an essentially dualistic vision that ignored every hint of “both-and” in its insistence on interpreting all reality in exclusive terms of “either-or.”

Two dichotomies proved especially significant, in time coming to mark the limits of, as well as to dominate, all aspects of southern religion. First and foremost, the revivalist approach divided human beings into “the saved” and “the lost.” The most important fact about any person, within the Evangelical worldview, became whether or not he or she had undergone a “conversion experience” and thus “attained salvation.” There could be no middle, no half-way, between being saved and being lost, between having or not having an experience of conversion. Similarly, evangelical theology dichotomized all other reality, and most significantly human knowledge, into the two as mutually exclusive categories, “sacred” and “secular.” Although these two realms were generally assumed to harmonize, they in no way inter-penetrated: “revealed truth” was wholly other than “worldly knowledge.” This second dichotomy underlay Evangelicalism’s insistence on literal scriptural inerrancy as well as the misprizing of intellect and culture that became so characteristic of evangelical adherents.

These two dichotomies of good and evil—the saved and the lost, the sacred and the secular—were of course not born at the time of the Second Great Awakening. Each had a long history, both within and beyond Christianity. Biblical Jews defined themselves as the “Chosen People”; medieval Catholics insisted that extra ecclesiam, nulla salus; and both traditions as well as others cherish “sacred books” that impart “revealed truth.” Despite this, or indeed more likely because of it, historically the thrust of monothestic theologies has been inclusive rather than exclusive—an effort to mitigate those distinctions or at least to caution against human attempts to enforce them.
Reformation Protestantism, indeed, may be understood as a rejection of late medieval Catholicism’s claims to determine absolutely the distinctions between saved and lost, between secular and sacred. Within the Reformed tradition out of which grew American theology, John Calvin established theme and tone with his insistence upon the absolute sovereignty of God. Because this vision accented the transcendent otherness of God, it taught the unity in not-God-ness of men. Yet awe is difficult to sustain. Thus, theologians in the Reformed tradition beginning with Calvin himself over time shifted attention to the nature of the unity embodied in communities of men, exploring the implications of human beings as “believing sinners” who were united by both their belief and their sin, by their recognition both of God and of their own alienation from God.  

This dual emphasis also proved difficult to preserve. First in seventeenth-century England and then in eighteenth-century America, it broke asunder. By the time of the Second Great Awakening early in the nineteenth century, God had lost His otherness—albeit diversely for “liberals” who discovered His immanence in nature and especially in themselves, and for the “orthodox” who evangelically proclaimed that they alone possessed a “special” relationship with Him. Maintaining the unity of knowledge, liberals distinguished among men: the “intelligent” shared their vision, the “benighted” did not. Yet in an age of self-conscious Enlightenment, such a distinction was not absolute. Charitable liberals indeed reposed their greatest hope in the serene faith that all men would eventually and inevitably come to think as did they.  

The orthodox slowly, and the “New School” more dramatically, established their own deeper and truly unbridgeable distinction, counterposing “spiritual experience” to mere created intelligence in a way that dichotomized both knowledge and men. “Believers” shared their experience and consequent understanding; “sinners” did not. In the evangelical vision that came to be enshrined in southern theology, as Donald Mathews has delineated:

The terrible insistence on universal sin and guilt did not dictate a common fate for all men, but cast in bold relief the distinction between those who could not escape their just condemnation and
those who could. The result was a radical cleavage between Evangelicals and worldlings. A person was either saved or not; there could be no middle group or lingering devotion to old ways or friends.54

Such “believers,” because they shared an experience, formed a type of “community,” and a community far more intense than any based on mere shared knowledge. Yet because that experience was essentially private and subjective, it inculcated also an individualistic priority. And because that experience was fundamentally triumphant, the community to which it opened tended to exclude any sense of being founded in or witnessing to shared weakness.

Throughout the era under study, southern theology, even more than American theology in general, ignored ecclesiology.55 The southern churches thus avoided any exploration of the meaning of “church” or of religious community that would attend to all that its members had in common. Yet an implicit ecclesiology did develop. Admitting as the basis for community only experiences of triumph led to interpreting all experiences of community members as triumphs. A theology that dichotomized into “either-or” thus created a community of believers who, despite rhetorical professions to the contrary, de-emphasized and even denied any sense of continuing flawedness. Such a theology had neither place nor basis for a sense of community founded in shared weakness, for an understanding of “church” as comprising believing, hoping, and perhaps even loving sinners.66

Theology has always understood sin as the ultimate human limitation, the necessary reflection of essential human finitude. Thus the core and character of any theology can be found in its concept of “sin.” Classically, in Christian theology, “sin” referred both to a type of action (or omission) and to a state of being. In classic theology, sin as state of being held priority: one did not become a sinner by committing sins, but rather committed sins because one was a sinner.57 On one level, southern theology preserved this understanding. The “lost” who had not experienced Christ were “sinners.” But on a deeper level, by definitional dichotomy, the “saved” who had experienced and accepted Christ could not be “sinners.” They might “backslide,” or even “commit
sins”; but as Christians they could not be sinners. Accepting Christ, being saved, meant achieving a triumph over sin—a triumph that excluded continuing identification as "sinner." 58

Sin as state of being—"original sin"—in classic theology meant more. It bespoke not only separation and alienation from God, but the perduring essential flawedness of the human condition. 59 Medieval Catholic theology spoke of the fomes peccati; Luther, of the manure pile that remained under the snowy blanket of Christ’s justification; Calvin and his followers consistently and vigorously emphasized the need to maintain constant wariness of the self-centeredness that ever tended to trespass on the prerogatives of divinity. Theologians over the centuries debated whether it was more accurate to describe human nature as "depraved" or "deprived," but the abiding depth of human not-God-ness was rarely denied. That even "saved" humans were flawed remained in post-as in pre-Reformation theology the tragic core of the Christian vision. 60

For complex reasons having to do with the declension of Calvinist insight in English Puritanism, with the Arminianism that crept into American Calvinism after the death of Jonathan Edwards, and especially with the impact of Wesleyan Methodism on a frontier society, the theology of Evangelical Revivalism did not lose that core vision—it never attained it. 61 By the time of the Second Great Awakening, the Reformed "emphasis upon God’s sovereign power" had become narrowed to a reminder to men of "their passive role in the plan of salvation." 62 But such passivity did not cohere well with the revivalistic style. Although conversion remained, at least rhetorically, "a gracious act of God," the inherent dualism of Evangelical Revivalist theology moved it more and more to view sin exclusively as "a voluntary transgression of a known law of God"—a definition that restricted the entire concept of sin to a deliberate act of the human will. 63

Readily, then, Evangelical Revivalist theology succumbed not only to Wesleyan Arminianism but also to an understanding of reality that placed man rather than God at the center of the universe. If sin is purely voluntary, theological emphasis “falls on man’s response to God.” 64 Thus, as the same scholar has pointed out, southern religion’s "stated objectives, chosen techniques, and
priority rankings all demonstrate a preoccupation with bringing about man’s decisions to embrace and to live out the Christian way.”

The southern churches’ emphasis on doing was essentially linked with their complacency about being—a complacency that resulted from their inculcation of a theology that had been shaped to meet “the needs of people who wanted a religion to save them, rather than one which reaffirmed the ambiguity of human existence.” Such complacency, which inevitably flowed from a theology that restricted its understanding of sin to the narrowly voluntary, powerfully reinforced the tendency to dichotomize into “either-or.”

The centrality accorded “conversion” and “salvation” by the southern churches further underscored this significance of southern religion’s understanding of sin. Conversion and salvation came to be both the entire process and the entire purpose of southern religion as shaped by the implicit theology of Evangelical Revivalism. Thus, a brief examination of those concepts serves to clarify the southern churches’ refusal of tragedy, their intolerance of paradox and ambiguity. “Conversion” described the process by which a human being, alienated from God, found that alienation abolished by his or her “acceptance of Christ as Savior” and thus attained vindication from sin and the new state of being that is “salvation.” In the Evangelical Revivalist understanding, conversion—like the salvation that it brought—was individual, subjective, sudden, total, and certain. These qualities merit consideration.

Although the experience of conversion could take place among others, as at a Revival, and although that experience enabled membership in the community of “the converted,” conversion was fundamentally a bipolar reality that occurred between “the morally requiring God over against the morally defective individual soul.” Not only was it the individual who was changed, and changed as individual, it was also the individual who determined and declared that he had been “changed.” The qualities of individualism and subjectivity marked especially the Separate Baptist contribution to evangelical theology: they reflected the key Baptist-Pietist principle of the competence of the individual in matters of religion and that principle’s concomitant rejection
of "any notion that Christian life involved little more than observing the outward formalities of religion." A conversion that was individual and subjectively determined could never become a mere outward formality; nor, of course, could conversion thus understood ever be ambiguous.

The suddenness and totality of Evangelical Revivalism's conversion experience further highlighted its theology's intolerance of ambiguity. Within evangelical theology, conversion was an orgasmic experience—not because of the trappings of revivalism, but because of the instantaneous nature of the release that it brought. The suddenness of conversion rendered justification a self-contained act that had no organic relation to anything else. The central claim implicit in such conversion, and indeed explicit in Evangelicalism's "born-again" language, was that the believer underwent profound and total change in a single, definite, datable experience: before it, he was one kind of being ("lost"); from that moment on, he became a "saved" person living a qualitatively "new" life.

Because so total, conversion and the salvation that resulted from it were certain. The vocabulary of this certainty varied: "assurance" signaled usually a Baptist background; "entire sanctification," a Methodist understanding. Yet, uniformly, all southern Evangelicals maximized the importance of certainty—and not least by "shifting its base from the realm of divine activity to the realm of immediate psychic experience." The doctrine of assurance became "the touchstone of Southern Evangelism." The compelling power of southern religion sprang largely from this doctrine and the sense of certainty it begot—from, that is, the utter unambiguity of its proud promise of personal, ultimate, eternal, total victory. In time, this confident sense of absolutely certain assurance overflowed to the southern churches themselves. By the opening decades of the twentieth century, the southern churches had moved from a "self-consciousness and immodesty" perhaps culturally understandable in the era of sectional conflict to ever more grandiose "assessments of [their own] superior purity. . . with the implication or even the assertion that their brand [of religion] was the hope of the world." Such claims increasingly excluded any sense of shared weakness,
any awareness of continuing flawedness, in church members. They also brought to culmination southern religion's long history of blindness to the possibility of organic sin, to the inherent imperfection of all human institutions, to the tragic reality that even moral men tended to create immoral societies.  

*  

During the 1930s, all claims to certainty were shaken. An ancient sense, muffled since the Enlightenment, found rebirth: the haunting realization that some kind of essential flawedness lay coiled at the core of all human achievement whether individual or institutional. The national economic shipwreck of the Depression decade brought to Americans reeling under the aftermath of October 1929 glimpses of the human finitude that August 1914 had revealed to the European mind— "the sense that survival alone was an achievement in a world not necessarily designed for the triumph of the human spirit." In and after the 1930s, the undeniable reality of all kinds of human limitation increasingly dawned on a people until then mired in complacency, disclosing the specious treachery of human self-confidence, the dangers of the human self-centeredness that lurked in even noble endeavors. In specifically religious response, that Depression decade saw the rise in America of a new-old theological vision variously termed "theology of crisis," "realistic theology," or—if not most aptly, certainly most lastingly— "neo-orthodoxy."  

Applying their newly found "realism" to their assessment of human nature, a generation of neo-orthodox thinkers began their theologizing by conceding "the moral ambiguity of most human predicaments," even accepting a degree of "relativism . . . as a deterrent to moral pride." As had Reformation thinkers in very different circumstances, neo-orthodox theologians rediscovered the awesome transcendence of God and its corollary of the utter folly of human claims to embrace any absolute. The "finitude of all things human must not be ignored," they proclaimed; "the tragic sense of life must be apprehended."  

Especially two key neo-orthodox themes reflected the tragic insight: the perduring reality of sin in all human endeavors, and the necessity of accepting paradox and ambiguity as constitutive
of the human condition. Both themes signaled neo-orthodoxy's response to the events of the 1930s, to a decade that witnessed the chastening of all liberalisms and even the philosophical rediscovery of human limitation. Neo-orthodoxy presented a theology suited to the dawning sense of limits. Precisely as a theology rooted in history, moreover, the neo-orthodox vision also offered, as an alternative to the hubris of modernity that it diagnosed as underlying the decade's debacles, the ancient wisdom embodied in the tragic insight.

Although some statements of this vision were exaggerated by the sense of economic and political disaster that marked the era, the insight's fundamental wisdom came to appear ever more profound to an ever increasing number of Americans as the events of the thirties and forties unfolded. Most Americans, even many not "religious," heard and recognized in the rediscovery of human finitude ever more patent truth about the stark reality of their own existential situations. Parish churches only rarely led the way in proclaiming the neo-orthodox understanding, but the denominational spokesmen of most non-southern churches soon made available its insight, presenting glimpses of its content in popular periodicals even as they debated its significance in theological journals.

In the American South, the response was different. Three facets of the southern response to the crisis of the 1930s and to the insight represented by neo-orthodoxy merit attention. Southern intellectuals understood the significance of the crisis and reflected, albeit distortedly, the wisdom of the insight; southern writers penetrated the context of the crisis to refine, to develop, and to promulgate the depths of the insight; but the southern churches remained completely unaware of the nature of the crisis and utterly ignorant of the religious significance of the insight.

Menckenesque cynics may scent oxymoron in the term "southern intellectuals," but in the period under consideration the Fugitives-Agrarians certainly deserve such designation. And of that group, at least two merit brief mention here. Allen Tate in his "Remarks on the Southern Religion" in I'll Take My Stand and John Crowe Ransom in God Without Thunder touched on many themes that abutted neo-orthodox concerns. Tate was interested in "a
fitting religion” that acknowledged “fundamental evil”; he perceived the “irrationality” of belief in “omnipotent human rationality” and called for a “religion of the whole” that would be “realistic [concerning] the traditional experience of evil which is the common lot of the race.” Ransom embarked on a confused, quasi-mystical search for the inscrutably transcendent God of some oriental Calvin, lamenting ironically over “modern” religion: “When you have mastered the secrets of your God, you will not need him any longer as a God, but you may keep him for a servant.” Both certainly reflected aspects of the neo-orthodox animus.

There was of course more to both Tate and Ransom—an almost aberrant quality to their religious insight perhaps best put into perspective by their later personal journeys into Roman Catholicism and Unitarianism. Yet it may be that in that very eccentricity lay the key to their affinity with the neo-orthodox insight. Gustav Krüger had in 1926 introduced “the German crisis theology” to Americans as “a new pietism for which the great enemy [is] the Enlightenment.” Precisely as Southerners, the Agrarians took the same anti-Enlightenment stand. The point here, then, is not direct neo-orthodox influence on Tate and Ransom, but the potential affinity of ideas between southern thinkers and neo-orthodox thought. If Tate and Ransom reflected Krutch, is it unreasonable to be surprised that their churchly counterparts remained so totally devoid of Niebuhrian resonances?

Especially when one realizes that of all reflections of the wisdom of limits throughout the whole of American culture, southern writers most strikingly captured the tragic insight represented theologically by neo-orthodoxy, some wonder seems justified. More tellingly than any American artist except perhaps Eugene O'Neill, William Faulkner and Robert Penn Warren expressed the sense of tragedy implicit in the neo-orthodox vision, and they achieved this precisely by appropriating for that purpose the historical experience of the southern people. They understood, as did Niebuhr, “that those best qualified to interpret [the implicit darkness in ‘the children of light’] might very well be those who had suffered most at the hands of history.” At the core of the Southern Literary Renaissance lay the exploration of tragic mean-
ing. Its writers presented the tragedies of the southern experience as a paradigm for the tragic meaning of human life itself, suggesting, for example, as had Nathaniel Hawthorne, "that there are other bases for fellow sympathy and democratic process than man's inevitable goodness, that a commonwealth of mutual respect and common constructive effort can be built upon an awareness of our inevitable evil rather than upon the realization of our perfectible selves."98

Interpretations of the Southern Literary Renaissance as well as of its individual writers of course abound.99 Mention of the phenomenon is not intended to stake some new claim upon its significance, but rather to suggest a theme that may unite earlier exegeses. Much of the power of the literature of the Southern Renaissance arose from its writers' sensitivity to the substance and the nature and the meaning of tragedy, and that sensitivity was at least implicitly religious in the sense hinted by Flannery O'Connor:

Whenever I'm asked why Southern writers particularly have a penchant for writing about freaks, I say it is because we are still able to recognize one. To be able to recognize a freak, you have to have some conception of the whole man, and in the South the general conception of man is still, in the main, theological. . . . While the South is hardly Christ-centered, it is most certainly Christ-haunted. The Southerner . . . is very much afraid that he may have been formed in the image and likeness of God.100

O'Connor's own theology, almost needless to point out, was not that of the southern churches or of southern religion as delineated in this paper.

The southern churches themselves, during and even after the 1930s, retained the blindness to tragedy imposed by the theology of Evangelical Revivalism. The intellectuals and writers briefly mentioned above were alienated from southern religion as it existed, and there is no evidence that even the most literate southern churchgoers understood the import of their vision.101 On the more ordinary level on which the research that this study reports has focused, one searches in vain the periodicals of the southern denominations and other writings of southern churchmen.
for any hint of advertence to, much less recognition of, the significance of the neo-orthodox insight for their own religious situation. As late as 1958, the Encyclopedia of Southern Baptists blithely concluded its brief treatment of “Neo-Orthodox Theology” with the observation: “The majority of Baptists, little affected by liberalism, have thus paid scant attention to neo-orthodoxy.” In the 1930s themselves, the few attentions that did appear were to neo-orthodox thinkers rather than to neo-orthodox thought, and they serve mainly to validate the parenthetical interjection in Sydney Ahlstrom’s evaluation of Reinhold Niebuhr’s impact: “What did most to impress (and to confuse!) his audience was his dialectical manner of thinking, his insistence on taking the concept of paradox seriously and thus speaking constantly in terms of ‘both-and’ and ‘yes-and-no.’”

Incapable of understanding “both-and,” totally ensnared by the simplistic dichotomies of “either-or,” southern religion in the 1930s was unable to comprehend either the theological vision of neo-orthodoxy or the sense of tragedy intertwined with it. Any perusal of the denominational journals of the southern churches during that decade will confirm what various scholars have pointed out in diverse contexts: His religious leaders “content to celebrate the moral victories of former generations,” the ordinary “average church member [did] not feel free to talk with his minister about problems that [involved] greed and conflict.”

The decade of the thirties was, for the southern churches, a debacle. Despite expectations and even occasional glimmers, no religious revival coursed through the South during the years of the Great Depression. Strikingly, as Robert Coles has noted, James Agee mentioned nothing of the religious life of the people he so sympathetically studied. In the 1930s if ever, the poignant power of churchman James McBride Dabbs’s pained indictment of southern religion became all to evident: it had produced neither poets nor saints.

What southern religion did produce in the Depression years was a flood-tide of recruits for the primitivistic fringe-sects. While the main-line southern churches met the crisis of the decade by
withdrawing further into their insistence on "the spirituality of the church," more and more of their own members as well as of the unchurched sought solace for their "disappointed or sick souls" in a "pre-millenarianism . . . that saw no hope for society except in a cataclysm." Many became what Francis Butler Simkins termed, not entirely without sympathy, "Holy Rollers." Primitivism, which had from the beginning of the twentieth century offered itself as a fear-ridden response to the complexities of urban life and industrialization, was more and more turned to throughout the thirties as an escape from the complexities of life itself. Part of the attractiveness of the fringe-sects perhaps lay in the fact that they offered a virtual reductio ad absurdum of southern religion. Explicitly "orgiastic" in their "absolute indifference toward the present world," their members gloried in a ministry "almost wholly uneducated" and at times turned literally to seeking "justification by snake-handling": each trait flowed logically from dichotomous theology. The sects offered unambiguously the ultimate "either-or" so well described by Wilbur Cash in his delineation of The Mind of the South—the satisfaction of belonging to

The One True Church among a host of Byzantine pretenders given over to the worship of idols; poor, humble, despised now, but destined in the end to emerge to dazzling glory while the old haughty ones are cast into outer darkness, presumably to burn in the pit as the faithful look pleasantly on from oriels in the skies.

Cash's indictment is perhaps overly harsh; at least part of a parallel evaluation by Simkins seems fairer as well as more to the point: "Superficially the dissimilarity between the Holy Rollers and upper-class churchmen was the difference between intense emotionalism and mannered restraint. Nevertheless, both groups were fundamentally Southerners." Both groups were most fundamentally southern, I would revise Simkins's continuation, because both shared the same southern theology, the same either-or vision of reality that excluded any sense of tragedy and therefore precluded coming to terms with what by the 1930s had become the whole of southern experience.
The factors that shaped southern religion were multiple and complex. Both cultural and theological developments significantly influenced the transformation of the implicit ideology of Evangelical Revivalism into the perduing theology of the southern churches. Among cultural stimuli, the experiences of the frontier, of slavery, and of defeat proved of lasting consequence. Theologically, the declension of Calvinism, Separate Baptist pietism, and Methodist Arminianism interwove as salient shaping pressure. Deeper exploration of these influences and their interaction lies beyond the scope of this paper. Dare we, nevertheless, hazard conclusions in such an introductory sketch of what is doubtless too embracing a theme? Because this is an introductory sketch, sent forth to provoke comment, I think "Yes." Two tentative points seem warranted: one historiographic, the other cultural.

Historiographically, it is clear that southern religion can be appreciated fully only if, as has not been done herein, account is taken of the religious beliefs and practices of both white and black Southerners. Southern white religion taken in isolation from black experience is too stunted, too obviously one-dimensional: to study it exclusively necessarily results in a warped vision. Recently, Donald Mathews has shown the power of the larger perspective in his careful exploration of Religion in the Old South. We need more studies that attempt to be as sensitively embracing as the effort of Professor Mathews. But we also need more. There was, in the post-bellum South, another oppressed group overlapping but also distinct from the former slaves. A new generation of scholars has begun to explore the uniqueness of women and of women's experience. I suspect that any deeper penetration of the anomalies of southern religion must embrace not only the religious experience of Blacks, but the religious actualities of women, both white and black, in a culture that for all its "downright gynecolatry" has been too exclusively studied as masculine. Religious realities have rarely been confined to churches, however much churches may dominate a culture's religious expressions. If a newer historical sensitivity can illumine those realities in the lives of southern women, our knowledge of southern religion will be significantly expanded and deepened.
Culturally, one message cries out from the study of southern religion as from any study of virtually any aspect of the South: especially in American life and culture, growth and richness come from diversity—from a pluralism that accepts differences. Our exploration of southern theology affirms Hill's point in his examination of *Southern Churches in Crisis*: "no single feature of the southern religious picture is more revealing than the absence of pluralism and diversity."118 Throughout this paper, I have repetitively used the term "either-or vision" and have carefully eschewed its ready colloquial equivalent, "to see in terms of black and white." The southern fear of difference, the South's absolute embrace of "either-or," were certainly not unrelated to the region's experience with slavery: the dichotomizing world-view dominated both religious and racial thinking.119 A culture driven to define "one-sixteenth blood" as "black" was not adept at making shaded distinctions. The historian, of course, must tread warily in an area so intertwined with the psychological, especially when faced with the temptation to assign priority. Yet as historian, the student of religious ideas knows that in-group/out-group dichotomizing has a far longer history than American slavery; and he knows further that and how, over long centuries, religious and theological expressions have served both to reinforce and to mitigate that tendency.120

The meaning of "difference"—its perception and that perception's transcendence—can provide a heuristic standard for the scholar of religions. The utter failure of southern religion to achieve any transcendence in this area, the cultural solipsism that insisted so successfully on defining all difference as "bad" and "wholly other," thus becomes a primary datum and perhaps the primary datum for any student of the American South. To disentangle this mind-set from both black slavery and American exceptionalism is perhaps an impossible task; but if there be a key to this peculiarly dominant southern trait in a nation usually at least aware of the pluralistic possibility, the study of southern religion and its theology may hold that key.121

Recently, George B. Tindall optatively offered what could be an epigraph summarizing both the problem and the hope of human as well as of southern life: "If we can remember that all
humans are finite and different, but alike in having limitations..." The tragedy of southern religion lay in its failure to teach—or even to know—that fundamental religious truth.

* 

Two decades ago, in his meditation on the Civil War centennial, Robert Penn Warren opined that precisely because the Confederates themselves offered the lesson that human dignity and grandeur are possible, even amid human weakness and vice, the most unhappily ironic effect of the Civil War upon the South was "the Great Alibi." The defeat gave white Southerners the chance to excuse all their failings by saying, in effect, that their fathers had lost the war and they had not had a chance since.123 More recently, the philosopher, Alasdair MacIntyre, has noted one of the characteristics of "heroic societies" to be "a conception of the human condition as fragile and vulnerable to destiny and to death, such that to be virtuous is not to avoid vulnerability and death, but rather to accord them their due."124 Not so much "defeat," but denial has shaped the South—denial of the reality of its own tragedy. The tragedy of southern religion is that it contributed to this denial because of the dichotomizing tendency inherent in its theology. That tragedy revealed itself in several ways. Post-Civil War southern religion, as Charles R. Wilson has pointed out, precisely as religion "should have paid more attention to human weakness and vice, to the moral ambiguities and uncertainties of life, to the possibility that [southern] society, indeed, any society, might not be virtue incarnate."126 The history of the 1930s makes clear how the tendency to interpret all reality in terms of "either-or" underlay southern religion's ultimate denial—its failure to understand sin as opposed to "sins."127 Because of its Evangelical Revivalist heritage, southern religion remained blind even in that decade to the tragic understanding that strength comes from weakness—that all human reality comprises an inevitable mixture of good and evil, of strength and weakness, simply because it is finite, human reality.

The South's deepest pain has been not guilt over transgression, but shame over falling short of an ideal—falling short of two
ideals, in fact, the American and the Christian. Effective religion reconciles to the reality of shame even more than it relieves the pangs of guilt. But no religion can be effective if it fosters the denial of reality. Two recent commentators have suggested that the South's deepest historical problem is the villainy not of Simon Legree, but of Adolf Eichmann. If that seems meanly harsh, it also invites the tragic perspective. In the words of Lucien Goldmann: "If the expression 'righteous sinner' is the definition, in theological terms, of tragic man," then to fail to comprehend tragedy, to deny its reality, is to become "the exact opposite: the innocent monster." In that realization and its implications lie the tragedy and the irony and even the pathos of southern religion.

The South, of course, has not lacked for diagnosticians. As one historian put it in a recent paper: "The central theme of Southern historiography during most of the past several decades has been the search for a central theme in Southern history." He then rehearsed some of the verdicts—such as the "Lazy" South, the "Romantic" South—and concluded: "We can find the true South in its literature; no, in its history; perhaps in its mythology. 'Let us begin with the weather.' " To which we would perhaps add today: "or with the Celtic heritage."

Without wishing to add to that list by claiming too much for southern religion, I find it a striking and a most telling comment on what this paper has termed its "tragedy" that of all the virtues—and the vices—ever attributed to the South, there has never appeared in any interpretation of which I know the predication of "humility."
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